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Special
Issue
Winning entires of the
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Photo Contest are included in the special photo
pull":- out section in the
middle of today's paper.
Also included in today's
__issne_is _a~speciaLtaxsectio"n _
on pages 18 and 19.
Photo

ContE:~st F01.1rth

Place winner-- Jorge Lovato
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Haig Unhappy With Crisis Team
WASHINGTON (UPl) ~ Over pleased .with the. reported White
_the op{>osition of Secretary of State House plan to put Bush in charge of
Alexander liaig, .President Reagan coordinating critical decisions in
Tuesday created a Hcrisis the foreign policymaking field.
management" team h~ded by Vice
Brady said the PUtPOSe of the
President George Bush to· coor- team is "to coordinate and control
dinate foreign policy decisions in an all appropriate federal resources in
responding to emergency situations
emergency.
White House press .secretary Jim both foreignand domestic."
"The type of incident that might
Brady issued a statement con;
firming Reagan's decisipn "to have be involvetl ranges from an isolated
the vice president cliair the ad- terrorist attack to an attack upon
ministration's 'crisis management' United States territory by a hostile
team, as a part of the National power,tt hesaiq.
<~vice President Bush;s role is to
Security Council system.''
It marked the first major dispute chair the team in the absence of the
within the new administration. president. Of great importance, he
Earlier in the day, Haig told a will also engage in forward planHouse subcommittee he was not ning for emergency responses, .

develop options for presidential
consideration, and take theJead in
the implementation of those
decisions."
Under questioning in the subcommittee
earlier,
Haig
acknowledged the president has
both the "prerogative and
obligation" to organize his national
security structure as he wishes.
Haig also told the subcommittee
he believes foreign policy
responsibility should test with those
who, like himself, "have undergone
the confirmation process With the
legislation and who traditionally
the American people have held
responsible under that process."

El Salvador Observes Ce~e-fire
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(lJPl) - Leftist guerrillas observed
a 24 hour cease•fire Tuesday to
mark the anniversary of Archbishop
Oscar
Romero's
assassination and soldiers patrolled
the streets to ensure calm.
The one-day unilateral ceasefire
came as Chaffk flandal, a
Salvadoran Marxist leader, warned

that the country's estimated 6,000 guerrilla groups.
rebels_ would continue to fight . Rebels armed with bazookas,
Salvador's U.S.-backed junta until grenade lauchers and automatic
Washington stopped all forll1s of rifles attacked a Treasury Police
military aid to the government and post for three hours: in tierra
Blanca1. 50 miles southeast of San
Withdrew its military .experts.
Military sources reported only Salvador; a military commander
one violation of the ceasefire called said.
The Roman Catholic Church in
by the Fatabtlndo Marti National
Liberation Front, a coaliti.on or five El Salvador organized commemorative masses throughout the
nation to honor Romero, shot to
death a year ago by a presumed
tight-wing sniper while saying mass
in a hospital chapeL
The armed forces issued an-official
communique
catling
on
So far 1 16 people are running for Salvadorans to remain calm artd to
the senatorial positions and six ate avoid demortstrations. A bomb at
running for president.
Romero's funeral March 30
The elections will be held on touched off a stampede that killed
April 8. Undergraduate stUdents 31. people.
with valid I.D. cards are eligible to
But
the
Democratic
vote.
If the active senators Revolutionary Front, a coalition of
who are running for the presidential more than 20 leftist opposition
and vke ptesidential .positions groups, organized demonstrations
should Wit'l, there will be 12 · at various churches at 6 p.m., the
positions open on the senate.
hour ofRomero's death._
.

ASUNM Petitions To Be Turned In;.
Candidates~ Meeting Set for Friday
Anyorre wishing to run for the
ASUNM Senate must stlbhlit a
petition today by 4 p.m.
Ten positions are open on the
Senate, as well as the position~ of
president and vice president,
Petitions need to be taken to the
ASUNM office, roont 242 of the
SUB. There will also be a can·
didates' rtieeling Friday at6 p.m.

'-

-

Gyn1 Renovation Bill
Killed By Committee
Ken Clark
Editor

SANTA FE - The House
taxation and revenue committee
Tuesday killed three bills
allowing issuance of severance
tax bonds for capital expenditures at three New Mexico
institutes of higher education,
including UNM.
Killed by a vote of 10·7 on a
motion for a j"do not pass''
recommendation by Rep. James
K. Otts, D-Eddy, the legislation
would .have made, a\'ailable
funds ·for capital outlay projects
such as remodeling Johnson
Gym at a cost of$7 .4 million.
The· committee vote followed
lines ·· of opposition draw.tt
between loyalist Democrats artd
the conservative coalition that
has controlled the House for the
past three years.
Rep. Felix Nunez, DBernalillo, who sponsored the
Johnson Gym bill and cospottsOJ:ed a bill in the regular
session which could have
enabled a student to sit on the
Board of Regents, was upset by
the committee's action.
Regarding the bills which were
favorable to students, Nunez
said, "The coalition did it to me
twice. First with the regents bill,
now with the gym."
"I felt l was shortchanged,
rtOt given equal time for a
hearing <>n this bill,n he said. "1
felt I wasn't treated fairly
because I was assured on the
floor (of the House) that the
bills would be given a fair

hearing." He added that hewas
told there would be ~<ample
time" to bear a.ll the capital
outlay bills, and that they would
be considered "based on need 10
ofthe institutions.
Nunez said he WaS disappointed with legislators' attitude
toward students throughout the
session. H.e said that when the
regents bitl was heard by the
H.ouse appropriations committee, students testifying
presen.ted
themselves
"professionally.''
But legislators ''were trying to
show that students are not
responsible to be on the .Board
of Regents. the way they
(legislators) acted was that they
are not responsible to be
legislators, from the chairman
on down."
In his proclamation calling for
the special session of the
legislature; Gov. Bruce King
asked that $112 million in
capital outlay legislation be
considered.
All the appropriations would
be funded by the issuance -of
severance tax bonds. They
would exceed available funds by
only about U million if they all
passed, wllich difference would
be no problem to make up with
other funds or tnode.ra.te
reductions, Nunez said.
the coalition blocking capital
outlay funds for the state's
univ{:tsities "is not being fair to
th:e public or tax:payers because
of ·the cost" increases for
tonstructiott of needed facilities,
Nunez said.
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Ghetto Chic in Chicago
CHICAGO
Suddenly,
moving into a bleak public
housing project has become the
in thing to do in ChiC<~go.
Alderman Tyrone T. Kenner
allCj Renault A. Robinson, a
board member of the Chicago
Housing Authority, have an·
nounced they w.ill follow the
example of Mayor Jane M.
Byrne and take up lodgings in a
crimewracked,
roach-infested
housing development for the
poor.
M&yor Byrne canceleo &
Florida vacation to lake care of
moving into her new quarters in

the Cabrini·Green project, the
most notorious in Chicago.
Mrs. Byrne's husband, Jay
McMullen, said he and his wife
might even invite the Reagans to
drop in for supper.
Aside from inspiring public
figures to go looking for homes
in the projects, Mrs, Byrne's
oecision also coincided with a
remarkable increase in law
enforcement activity.
Seven liquor stores in the
Cabrinl.Green
neighborhood
were .shut down, Police announce(! programs to screen
visitors ;md track down weapons.

should await a government stuoy
due in May.
In his testimony, Donovan. actually made a point emphasized by
opponents ~ that unemployment
among Unskilled yout11 is less a
function of the minimum wage than
of the state of the economy in
general.
There arc three biiis under
consideration. One would drop the
minimum wage by .25 percent for
youths under 20, and another
would drop the wage by 15 percent,
Both of those bills would allow

barred by law from serving in reviewing
proposec;J format
changes.
combat.
•
The issue before the high court .Is
The justices struck down a
not whether women should be m federal appeals court ruling that
~:omba!, although several justic~s
ordered the Federal Com.
tried to pin down McCree and his munications Commission to hold
opponent, lawyer Donald Wein- hearings on radio license renewals
berg, on how closely the combat and t,r~nsfers if there is public
barrelates to the case.
opposition to plans to change the
The case, originate(! by a group st::!tion's entertainment format..
of Vietnam War protesters in 1971
The ruling, a victory for both
against the all-male draft, has
.
broadcasters
and the FCC, upheld
generated considerable interest.
an
FCC
"policy
statement" that
Nearly 200 people lined up outside
the public interest is best served by
the court beginning at midnight to
allowing market forces and
get tickets to attend the argument.
The high court is expected to competition among broadcasters to
decide by this suutmer on the control the variety of radio en·
challenge to a 1980 ruling by a tertainment for}Uats.
three-judge court in Phil&delphia
The court ruling in the FCC case
that struck down the registration on
cut the power granted to com.
grounds it discriminated against
munity groups and cultural
men.
organizations by the lower court,
The Reagan administration,
while opposed to a peacetime draft, which had given them a stronger
has not stopped registration and hand to fight radio format changes
has called for bolstering the all- that would eliminate cultur~l,
educational, public &ffairs Oi
volunteer military.
minority affairs programming,
Monday, Sen. Ernest Hollings,
'
D-s.c. introduced · a niaTe·only
The· court's two liocral justices,
draftto give the country a "credible William Brennan and Thurgood
fighting force.'' The draft was Marsball dissented, chargiog !he
abandoned in favor of an
FCC's policy "Jacks flexibility,"
volunteer force after the Vietnam
While upholding the agency, the
War.
court majority cautioned the FCC it
In other action, the Court tOday ''should be alert to the con·
dealt a defeat to citizens trying to sequences of its policies and should
protect special interest broadcasts, stand ready to alter its rule if
ruling 7-2 the government m&y necessary to serve the public in·
grant radio station licenses without terest more fully."

WASHINGTON - Registering
women for the military draft could
hamper the military's ability to
meet wartime emergencies, U.S.
Solicitor General Wade McCree
told the Supreme Court Tuesday.
Defending male-only draft
registration, McCree told the nine
justices that excluding women from
signing up for service "rationally
relates" to the government's
constitutional duty to raise and
maintain an army.
"Although women can perform
.effectively &nd with great credit in
non-combat
roles
in
mobilization what would be needed
would be personnel who can be
rotated,'' McCree said. Women
now in those types of Jobs are

Teenagers' Minim urn Wage May Drop
WASHINGTON~ Witltliberals
evoking visions of sweatshops a
conservative-dominated
Senate
labor su bcommittcc opened
hearings Tuesday on a plan to pay
teen-agers-less than the minimum·
wage.
Labor Secretary Ray Donovan,
with brand new marching orders
l'rom President Reagan in his
pocket, said the administration
su pp.orts the concept of a subminimum wage - "a youth opportunity wage" to its supporters
- but thinks legislative action

Campus Briefs

Draft Case Heard in High Court

teenagers to receive the full amount
after six months on the job. The
third bill would eliminate the
minimum wage altogether for those
under 18.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
chairm&n of the Labor and Human
Resources Committee, called it the
only way "to solve the cancer of
teen-age unemployment."
A union .official called the
proposal "a cut-rate wage bill for
cut-rate employers" whose main
purpose is to enrich fast food
chains.

Education Talk Planned

Literature Group To Meet

Personal Reactions to the Contemporary Peruvia!J
]'i:ducationa/ System is the title of a le.fture by Lew1s

Dr. Patrick Gallacher, associate . professo; . of
English at UNM, willleao a col)versahon on rehgion
and literature for a UNM faculty and staff breakfast
at 7.:30 a.m. Thursday at Fatso Italian Subs, .2206
Central N.E.
. .
.
."
General topics to be discussed .mclude. ~~;s my
discipline have a concept of hu.man n~t~re: ?~?d
"What value assumptions under be my disciphne.

Dahem scheduled for noon Thursday Ill room 250·C
of the SUB.
The lecture is part of a series ofluncheon seminars
on education topics sponsored . by the U~M
.eoucational administration department f~~tunng
UNM and Albuquerque Public School offic!<!ls as
speakers.

Bike-a-thon Meeting Set
Panama Speech Scheduled
The Department ·Of Anthropology_ an~ ~he Lati.n
American Institute Colldqu.ium serJes JOintly .announce a lecture by Philip Young .fron: the
Department of Anthropology at the Umversity of
Oregon.
.
.
.
1 auay1.n·1
Dr. Young will be speaking'on the Pan
and Politlcal Symbolism in ~anqma. !he lecture will
be held at the Latin Amencan Inshtute, 801 Yale
N.E., 3:30p.m. on Wednesday.

A bik·a-thon meeting is scheduled for Wednesd.ay
at 8 p,m, jri the Hokona Hall Cellar to plan the bika-thon in May.
.
.
· Participants in the UNM Dorm Bjk,~-thon ti1,1S
year will drive to the Orand Canyon a11d ?Ii>e back m ,
an effort to raise money for the Amencan Cancer
Society.
· M
The bik·a-thon participants will. try to lea:--e a)'
16 and 17 after finals, Porter said, and will start
biking back to Albuquerque on May 18. They are
expected to arrive back in the city on May 23.

an-

atic Hit

Cactet Jeanie Hunctley rappels down t~ .side of the Air Force ROTC
Building's north .wall:

Air Society Members
Leap From Building
Members of the Air . Force
R.eservc Officers Training Corps'
(AFROTC) Arnold A~r Society. at
UNM underwent baSIC rappelmg
training.
Classes were held on top of the
AFROTC building last weekend.
The Arnold Air Society membe,rs
were instructed by Cadet Captatn
Philip G. Jackson, Commander of

Arnold Air Society. Jackson was an
army-qualified rappeling instructor
on active duty.
The Arnold Air Society is an
honorary society within AFRoT<:,.
Its purpose is to further the ~Ir
Force goals through commumty
and ~allege benefit projects whi!e
furthei'ing the image of the Air
Force to the community.

CHORUS
LinE

Sroadwa'l

sun., ·g
Mar. 2
8:15

April 27 & 28
8: 1!1 p.m.

Ladie's

Tuesday, April 28
M~tinee

2:15p.m.
$18.110, $16.00, $13.00
$15.00, SlJ.OO, $10,00
ASUNM/GSA Students Yz Price on the 27th Only
AVA! LABLE AT ALL TICKETMASTER ounns
TICKETS GOING FAST!
BUY NOW- AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

APRIL 3
AFTER DINNER SHOW 7:30

LATE SHoW 10:SO

THE455'7919
LINE
CAMP
MUST 81: 21

A LIN~ CAMP- DYNAMIC PRODUCTION

APRIL 4
ONE SHOW ONLY 8:00 P.M.

UNM
BALLROOM
A P.E.C. - DYNAMIC PRODUCTION

Tl<hlo <ll oil

'Ill
o.,.,.,

,ll.~

Albuquerque

Chorgi>

tickets
by Phone

266·9612

.Men's

$4.50
to

ACLOA
Final pertorm;;d

Do\\S

-Apr.2,3,4

~11

-8:15
Apr. 52:15

$9.50

tor ROS''"'"'"'

Gen'l.

. s· 9ers

- Sat
fn.,
0'11
A. pr. 1 ,
8: 15

·~\81-oo

Thur.,fr\.4
Apr. 23,2
8:15

Dave Mason

$3.00
Stu./Srs.
$2.50

;;;
.......
toAia'*! · ·

Apr. 1

$12.00
$10.00
$ 8.00

.

. \lA/GSA Stu e
ASUN .
. cooper

.

. .

Adm.
$3.00

. & S1U. $l.

"ff sRS-

f AC., S1 "'

a...tJI

$12.00

111\8))

&$13

I

s;&.Lak• .._. .
Ballet co.

BOOT.S
&

d))

aa8••

ullll\8
E,__r . .
-a . . d nts y. pnce

Wed.,

,v,o n·•T. .ues.,
8
Apr. 27, 2
8·15
and Apr. 28
Matinee
2:15p.m.

r.A

Monday & Tuesday

Ol'am.l~l\81\\

...

G est Stars
u
.. 00 Oiscount
Students $2.
. i the oecade
N\us\cal \-\Ito

"A fai\DJ\IS
I.
U
dents y, PrH:e

011

t.h e 27th onl\'

Matinee
$15, $13
&$10

1\SllN\IAfGSA Stu

20°/o
Off

lobo
· ·men's
shop
2120 Central SE

!!!

e .· -- .·.·.·.

he
f\r\s
thwesfs Center {or'

1he Sou

·~.

-

t

-
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Editorial
DOONES6URY

Change of Fiesta Site Justified

by Garry Trudeau
lJfJy Cfb'lt.a1./e4 1/andi'Wn
and :Jt'W"t'iff U)far;neA

The il pparem need to change the location of the
annual spring fiesta is unfortunate. Citing damage to
the mail, where the fiesta has been held in past years,
the \Jniversity administration has moved it to Johnson
Field where there is less to be damaged.
The mall is a much better locatior~ for the fiesta

Are We WIPPed?

because of its cer:tral lo:::af::. \·~ ~ :-"'~ F'"::::·~ ...Fpe:::
participation from passe~s-t,y 1v!"::- -:~; .... ! ~;: ;~---.£"· ..
':lijse go out of their \¥av. J'cl-::r:s:-:: Fe :: ·.s. ...,:;t ...e~ \ ~ ...
the way toward anYlh;r:g c~ ce;.,-.p~.s e:·-),:.e:! :::·....
mitories. Oo-rm res: cents vvEl r.:.t. ~~v~·.e-"'·e:. os";"=t·c 2 ... ~

Opiates and Opioids Part III

particul<ir benefit from the change in :o=s:'<Jc· be:z:cs~
most pass through the mafi to get ~c :ne<r ;;.asses. 2-...i~
they might get a lot of extra trash.
It is distressing that people are so cs.,...e<es::; ehc;,.;t
thelr campus that the fiesta :~\-·ar1ab~y· resu~ts Jr: b"·Oke~

The impending closure of the Hanford,
Washington, radioactive waste disposal facility is
bound to increase pressure to speed construction of
the WIPP project near Florencia /Loving), But the
Department of Energy really does not need any more
motivation to shove the netion'.s radioactive waste
down New Mexico's throat.
In fact, wh!lt New Mexico needs is some strong
leadership to give New Mexican~> an opportunity to
express their opposition to the project, at leilst until
the federal government gives serious consideration to
other methods of radioactive waste disposal. Until
then, the Department of Energy will continue to do as
it pleases, with total disreg<>rd for the safety, health
and well-being ofthe people of New Mexico.

lighting fixtures and sprink:er heads a~d t:rcken s:ass
left on the mal!. The consequence ls the: ma~v
students are put to inconvel"lience because ;:/ the
irresponsibility oi a fel'•'· The t.m•,·ers';:v ad·
ministration's decision ~ easily !t.istified, :• o::'\' to
avoid more costly damage.

i

(

'.
'

We hope that moving the site cr' ti:e fies~a v.~ll 'lOt
impair the success it has enjoyed b the past. that
students will make a short sidetr:p betwee" :iasses to
go to Johnson Field. And we hope that some p;;o;:: e
who attend the fiesta wi:J beh11ve more <espons:b:y
than they have in the past. A demonstration by
students oi their \\~Wngn;;ss to take care of their
campus may even enable the fiesta to mcve back to
the mall in the future, making itea~;eriorrnorepeople
to enjoylt.
1

Letters
by Berke
BLOOM COUNTY Breatlted

Reader Says U.S. Force \Vrong
Editor:
When governments oppress their people harshly,
they invite revolution. Such was the case in Nicaragua
and is now the situation in E! Salvador. The u.s.
supported Samoza until his final weeks in Nicaragua,
despite the knowledge that his government was
corrupt and abusive. It seems that the U,s. intends to
do the same in El Salvador.
Some may protest that since Cuba is aiding the
revolutionaries in El Salvador, the U.S. mustintervene
in order to halt the spread of communism in Central
America. Somehow I do not find that argument
compelling enough to justify U.S. support of 8
Salvador's military government. Yet, plans are being
made now to send more "mifitary advisors" to 8
Salvador.

ls a government any less corrupt because it is not
friendly to the Soviet Union or Cuba? Shouid the U.S.
support any govern cr. em that wi:l return the favor and
shun its basic 1d;a\s?! gue5s t~at a lin of peop!e would
say "yes."
Perhaps .I am ,naive, but I fee! that justice must
~ranscend political 1deol~gies. Apparel'ltly the people
•n E! Salvador are unsatsfif')d witl!l their gov.ernmem.
The U.S. should not enforce fts national interests on
those people.

______/

6 {"

~
" k---

' liTTle ~ICHilol IS NOW 11 PVNK
ROCKeR WITH PVRPlc HAIR,
PJCKY IS IN 7He MllfT{lf{Y llCil-

{)eMY RIJNN/NG GVNS IO SAN
SAlVADOR AND lJC8RA J(J IS
ABO/fT TO RUN OFF 77) !TilLY
WITH HeR OR1HOOON17ST AND
JOIN THe ·Reb BRIGI!De."
00
....._

Jessamyn Young

me

lAWN?

I
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Tht: '\'rw Mexlru· lJgJfr Lobo :s pubk.Md '\Jor.day
1bmugh f·rlda~ e~ery n;g~lar week of 1he t;nr\oeF:Il)"
~'!:~. w«klt during iJ'o<;.cQ and finah .... cd:s, and

v.cckl)' Uurmg the r.urnmer ~'1\itm b}< IIi'!! Board of

-<Jtudmt l'ubhcatKJn~ o( 1he tlm.-cn!l)' of :-fe-.rt
M'e_~tw, and a-.: not Hr;arn:.-Jall)' ~Mn~Hited w1ih t:~~t
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varied selection of Brakbage's
films from the 70's. Including:
"Sincerity Reel IV", "Western History"
Wednesday 8 PM
Student$. $1.50
SUB THEATER
Oihers • $2.00

~

c•

_

The Only Limit
Is Your Imagination
~

ASUNM SENATE

*

-tc
-tc
-tc
-tc
-tc

Meeting
.~
Todayat4:00
......Room 250 A·E
~ (2nd floor Stu~ent Union Building)

All Students Welcome

M(>M 11AS, DON'T LET

l*******************

YO(.)R. BABIES (~Row
UP TO Be

Cowaov

C¢W80YS

C.OAL.ITIOI\J

I

·~ Sales and Servtce

*******************t

Pat Breen

~tw

- " ,_
:::~---a~
computC!r
Sales and Service

A Stan Brakhage Retrospective
·/lOW'S

Thank you for the ver; amusing editorials concerning Ronald Reagan and his administration; You
never fail to raise a chuckle among my friends and 1
with that ultra-liber!il tripe. When classes become dull,
I always open the Lobo and laugh at yet another
absurd editorial,. that if nothing· else, proVides a
refreshing distortion of facts .. Just so we understand
each other, I happen to be pro-Big Business, pro-Oil
Company, pro-Reagan, pro·Nucfeer, pro-Draft and
five in a fraternity.
'

today are mainly due to the judicial
-{egulations currently imposed. In many
areas of the United States, pharmacists will
not sell a syringe to a suspected drug addict.
Heroin addicts commonly share syringes
which, somewhere along the line, may have
been contaminated with a hepatitis virus.
Thus, serum hepatitis is a common medical
problem in Heroin users. Numerous other
infections are also transmitted b)l dirty
needles, ·
The Herein use!; always has to deal with
the problems of underdosing and overdosing himself because of variable Heroin
concentrations in "street grade" Heroin.
Because the Heroin is rarely of pharmaceutical grade, overdoses are a constant
hazard.
·Contamination of the Heroin is another
problem associated . with "street grade"
Heroin. Numerous impurities have been
found in Heroin samples. These impurities
may act as poisons or produce severe
allergic reactions.
What problems can Heroin use produce
alone, i.e., without the problems of unsterile syringes, phartnaceutic!ll purity and
society's condemnation of Heroin use?
Studies suggest that long term maintenance
use of Heroin produces the same side effects as long term maintenance use of
morphine. The side effects are. few and
usually are not hazardous or life
threatening. In fact, eminent members of
the American community have experienced
somewhat normal livelihoods while addicted to Heroin.
An example of an eminent Heroin addict
is William Stewart lialsted (1852-1922), a
famed American surgeon of Johns Hopkins

c~appk! computC!r

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Presents

Editorials Enjoyed
Editor;

Ed.iior

WotL &61/JOR, AF!CR
$ Y~AM.I {)PN'T QU!Tf
KtloW WHfiT io fiSK •.•
tlf!. .. I1€LL,HOW P.R€
7llcKIPJ?

This week Ills c;nd Pills is presenting c; Other traditional sources of Heroin are the
specfc;/ five part series on the opiates and Far East, Mexico and Turkey.
opioids. Part 1 discussed the history,
One~ the Heroin enters the United States
source, lerminology and some of the it is "cut" .or diluted with milk, sugar,
physiological and psycholo!Jical effects of quinine, cornstarch or any white powdery
opiate use. Part. 11 discussed morphine, substance available. The "cut" Heroin is
Parts Ill, IV and v; respectively, will then sold to users in packets, bags or
discuss Heroin, methadone and the recently balloons.
discovered natural endogenous opioids.
After obtaining a ''fix" of Heroin, the
Heroin is an acetylated form of mor- user "cooks up" the Heroin in a spoon or
phine. Below, one may compare the metal clJ.p, diluting and dissolving the
chemical structure of morphine and ·Heroin in water. While the Heroin solution
Heroin.
is still hot, the Heroin user draws up the
solution in a syringe and directly injects the
drug into a vein. Many Heroin users state '
that a "hot fix" provides a better "ru.sh".
A form of Heroin administration, called
"chasing the dragon," in which Heroin. is
smoked, has recently become quite popular
among Heroin users. The end result of the
Hcroitt dose is a "high,'' relief of withdrawal, or both.
The major problem of Heroin use, like
other opiates and opioids, is its incredibly
potent addiction potential. Smith and Gay
appropriately titled their book on Heroin
"It's so good don't even try it once," The
addictive nature of Heroin is greater than
thatof any drug currently known to man.
Many people ask, "Since _Heroin is
metabolized to morphine, and its pharSince 1956 Heroin use for medical or macological properties are close to that of
non-medical purposes has been illegal in the other opiates, why is Heroin, rather than
United States. In some countries, for other opiates such a popular drug of abuse?
example Great Britain, Heroin is available This question is a difficult .one to answer.
Current thought suggests that Heroin is
for medical purposes.
Heroin is illegally imported into the more popular because of its rapid onset of
U nitcd States. Currently, large amounts action, its marked euphoriant action and its
come from countries such as Afghanistan, potent ability to addict.
The major complications of Heroin
Iran and the Middle East and Pakistan.

Medical School. Halsted became an addict
l!t age 34 and was addicted until his death.
Famous colleagues, such as Sir William
Osler, were quite aware of his addiction.
Unable to break his addiction, Halsted was
able to secure a steady supply of Heroin.
While addicted, H!l.lsted developed the
principle of asepsis and introduced
numerous delicate surgical techniques to
prevent the damage of humt~n tissue during
su.rgery. Halsted ultir,~ately bec!lffie known
as the "father of modern surgery," Halsted
remained intellectually sound and in good
health throughout his life,
The last two decades have shown a trend
of Heroin use among the middle and upper
class youth in the United States. Why has
this trend developed? There is no clear-cut
answer to this question. High use of Heroin
irt Vietnam, increased exportation of
Heroin. from foreign markets, extremist
anti-drug propaganda, claims that Heroin
addiction is curable and marijuana-Heroin
correllatl.ons rnay have sparked such a
development.
The 60s and 70s auti-drug progr!UIIS were
so extreme that the American youth readily
became skeptical.
Government and
educational programs virtually lied about
effects of mauy drugs. These programs
equated the dangers of marijuana with
those of Heroin. The pharmacology and
hazards of marijuana use and H~roin use
are incomparable,
marijuana being
essentially innocuous in comparison to
Heroin. The American youth knew that the
"establishment" lied about the dangers of
marijuana, therefore, they are probably
lying about the dangers of Heroin. Thus,
many youth tried Heroin.
Also, many programs were developed in
which ''former heroin addicts" visited high
schools .and claimed they were cured. Many
people began to think that they could also
"kick the habit" if they happened to
become addicted. The truth is that Heroin
addiction is rarely curable and the expression that "Once an addict always an
addict" is quite appropriate.
Tomorrow, Ills and Pills will discuss the
most successful treatment programs
available to addicts today, methadone
maintenance.
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Low on Price. Big on Service

UNMProf.
'Afeasures

Reed's, the largest camera deal.er in .the
•
Southwest, offers the lowest pnces m Albuquerque

i week only

Kid Talk
"There's a general feeling that

girls develop certain skills sooner

with somm 11.8
Series E !..ens

The New

NIKON EM

Yashica M.f> 1.

• Smallest, lightest, easiesHo-use and
lowest-priced Nikon ever !
• Totally automatic -just focus and shoot.
N ikon electronics do the rest.
• Engineered with world-famous. Nikon
quality.
• Magnificently sharp,life-like color shots
with Nikon .lenses, the world's finest.

REED'S. ~·.

Yashica's newest
easy-to-use 35mm
rangefinder offers
many highly advanced
feat u res at a very
economical price.
• Automatic exposure.
• Easy thumb-disc
film advance,
•Sharp 38mm f/2.8
lllshici! lens.
• Shutter locks if
there ls not
enough light.
•Comes with
cOIJVenient pouch
case.
"Always beautiful
results.

.. ·.

~~'fi ......... S19995

NASA CHOSE IT

FOR THE

SPACE SHUTTLE.
NOWYOUCAN

CHOOSE IT

FOR YOURSELF.

oNLvS5995

The Ricoh KR-1 0 is an aperture preferred
automatic 35mm SLR with lull manual override
priced right for Ieday's value conscious cons·umet.
Features include:

THE NEW
NIKONF3
The Nikon FJ is so advanced, so rugged and reliable,
NASA chose it as the only operational '35' to be used
aboard the Space Shuttle.
Yet, this fiMst Nikon ever is so completely automatic,
it makes great pictures easy with its ingenious electronic technology...
• Automatic exposure control
throughout the Nikon system.
• Incredibly accurate shutter speeds
from 112000th to 8 seconds.
• Up to. 6 frames per second With its
optional compact motor drive.
• Bright full-information viewfinder With
battery-saving liquid Crystal Display.

Body only •• ~ •••••••••••••.••.• $699.95
w/50mm f1.8 Nikkorlens •.••..•.• $799.95
w/50mm plus 1,4 Nikkor lens •••.• $849.95

We carry
a complete
line of

HOLSON
ALBUMS

• Shutter Speeds 8 sec. to 1/1000 sec. (auto)
• Full manual override
• Diagonal Split-Image Rangefinder with
Microprism Band
• 3 CDS Photocell Metering
• Autowinder and Dedicated
Flash Capabilities
• 50mm F2.0 Standard Lens.

KR10/SICOR LENS SPECIAL
KR·10 outfit plus
.· . · .
Sicor28mm &135mm lensS449 95
Limited Quantities

'~·sMILE"

FUJI FIL.M IS ON SALE.

Hoffmantown Shopping Center 2!j9·2116

• Shutter··prlorifyautom:atic rQxposure

SUI

·•lr:lcredlbly'Ught weight, c:ompac::r.and
easytouse_ __
_ _ .·
• lns.faht. response, sensitive silicon
el<posure m.eu:,-rlng·
• Acceprs all car; on f=O lenses for AE

Ask for

..

details

operation
• Unbeatable performt:mce at .an un·
beatable Otics·

S26995

II MlLt.ION PlCT\Ji:lES A bAY
1\Rf! SHOT ON I"UJI FILM

STORE: HOURS:
9·6 Mon·Thurs.
9·8 F=ri., 10·5 Sat.

8206 MENAUL NE

S2S9 95

13uy by the
brick and
SAVE!

~-J ·•-•v,~il.lili.J

Ree

This Photo Cont.est page
sponsored by K/.R

Liz Groenendyk was in Mexico
when she took the winning photo
for this year's photo contest,
"I like to take pictures of people
in their environment," she said.
She said she passed this woman
· ·and her young friend on a street
and simply asked her if she could
take her picture,
· "l got interested in photography
because I wanted to capture things
the way they are," she said, "I've
always wanted lo be involved in
photography.''
.
Groenendyk
began actively
pursuing her interest about a year
ago and is presently enrolled in. the
art department's photography I
course.
The 19-year-old sophomore will
receive $100 worth of Agfa paper
from Reed's Camera Center and a
$25 gift certificate from Dillard's.
Her
advice
to
aspiring
photographers is to have "lots of
money."

Trish Spa,nn
Memorial
.Thursday

~~~~s........ S249~5
with Flash & Winder•••..•

than boys," said Dr. Bruce E.
Porch of UNM's department of
communicative
disorders.
However, research has not been
done to confirm, deny, or explain
these observations.
Porch is conducting a study
through the UNM Chi!dcare Co-op
using the Porch Index of Com·
municative Ability ln Children
(P JCAC) in an effort to shed more
light on this area of children's
development.
The study will determine if girls
de;e!op certain communicative
skills at a different rate than boys,
at what ages these differences
appear or disappear and if sex
differences are signific~nt enough
to warrant separate norms for girls
and boys.
According to Porch, if differences do exist, education and
therapeutic treatm!;nt wiJLne.ed to
be.modified to fit the individual.
"We have to get over the
stereotype in schools that all
children should start reading in the
first grade, but rather give
education according to the
developmental leVel ofthe child."
If differences do exist, correc·
tions of research information on
girls and boys, such as children's
language and ho\v they Jearn, will
also need to be developed, Porch
said.
The first battery of the PICACis
for ages two to sil( and sam pies the
child's ability to talk, listen, read,
write, draw and gesture. The
second battery is for ages fourto 14
years, Both batteries are scored on
accuracy, responsiveness, com,
pleteoess, promptness and efficiency,
Working with Porch are
Sheelagh Callaghn and lj.obin
Casaus, both graduate students in
communicative disorders. Callaghn
is currently analyzing data on gifted
children to determine whether they
communicate differently than other ·
children.
The expected cornpietion date of
the study is in June.

An informal memorial service .
will be held at 6:30 p.m. Wed· ·
nesday at the Duck Pond for Trish
Spann, a.December UNM graduate
who died Thursday, March 19, at
St. ,Josephs HospitaL
The :22•year-old philosophy
major was involved in a one·e•
accident between Taos and the
D. H. Lawrence Ranch March 14.
Spann, an Albuquerque native,
was o11e of the dty's most acti\le
sign language communicators and
worked recently as a signer during
Rape Awareness Week and for
various womert-sponsored concerts,

Uz Groenendyk

Untitled

Third Annual
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Photo Contest

A memorial service organiz.er

said friends ate encouraged to bring
musica I instruments to the service.
The April 26 Chris Williamson
concert in the Ballroom of the SUB
at 4 p.m. will be in her honor as

well.

•••••

photographic suppliers

Plc-Me·U p's
Stimulant Capsules
For Those Who Know
'fhe Pla·Meo1Jp's Places
2ao1 son Malco Ne

2929 Monte Vrsto Blvd N E Albuquerque. New Mexrco 87106 (505) 265-3562
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This Photo Contest page
sponsored by Kurts Camera Corral

Untitled
Adriana Morales

This Photo Contest page

Untitled

sponsored by The Distillery

Photo Contest Draws Variety

Randy Montoya

The New Mexico Daily Lobo Photo Contest
finished its third year havins attracted over 50 entries,
ranging from abstract compositions to straight news
shots.

l{andy Montoya, second and third place winner in
this year's com est, sold his drum set to buy his first 35
mmcamera.
He said he got interested in photography when his
parents gave him an. Instamatic for his birthday.
"l really enjoyed working with it," he said.
Montoya, who has already won awards in other
Ph?tOgraph~ ~ontests including second place in State
Farr competltlon, started his darkroom experience in
high school as head photographer for the yearbook
and as photo editor of the paper.
After graduating from Los Alamos High School
Montoya started working with the city's paper.
'
Molltoya almost jumped out of his pants taking his
second place photo of firemen fighting .a blaze in the
Jemez Mountains.
His leg caught on fire shortly after taking the shot
and one of the firemen had to put the blaze out. ·
Montoya took his third place shot on his way to
photography class. The small student from the Child
Care Co-op caught his !!Yeas he passed the schooL ·
Montoya will receive $48 worth of Kodak
polycontrast paper and a $Z5 gift certificate from KLR
Audio Visual for his second place entry. For his third
place entry he will receive a mounted II by 14 color or
black and white enlargement from Brooks Photo and
a $10 gift certificate fromKurt's Camera Corral.

Helen Gaussoin, contest coordinator and Lobo
photo editor, commented: "There were a great
number of good photographs ~ my only disap·
pointment was tha.t so few prizes were available in
comparison to the number of deserving competitors."
The contest was open to UNM students, faculty and
staff, and was limited to three entries of unaltered
prints between 5 by 7 and 11 by 14.
The contest was judged by Beaumont NewhaU,
master photographer and visting professor of art;
Robert Lawrence, journalism department chairman;
and Tony O'Brien, photographer with the
Albuquerque Joumal.
Professor Lawrence said of the contest, "I thought
the winning entries showed a remarkable coordination
of vision, and sound, straightforward technique. The
photographers are .concerned with content, with

capturing that moment that is not going to be there in
another split second.
"The best work shows a lack of self-conscious
concern with expression. Rather, these people are
involved in camera reporting," he said.
Entries began arriving at the Lobo newsroom soon
after the contest announcement on March Ll. At one
point during spdng break mounted prints and portfolios threatened to overflow Gaussoin's desk. Those
who were working during break answered seemingly
continuous phone calls from contestants working to
beat the March 20 deadline regarding fine points of
mounting, identification, and enclosure.
Prizes and entries can be picked up Thursday at the
Lobo newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall. Ple;~se pick
up entries before April 3, as the Lobo cannot be
responsible for them otherwise, · ·
The organizers of the contest wouJd like to express
their thanks to the contestants, the judges, and the
donors of prize materials. Without the cooperation
and contribution of these people, this contest would
· ·
nothavebeen possible.

Untitled

Defilah Merriman
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Uhti11ed
Randy Montoya
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Kim Waterman

Untitled
upstairs at the
Albuq. Sports stadium

Free Roll Color Film to Photo Contest Winners!

Pitcher or:eer $2.75
SOct: off all well Drinks
(9pm-cfosfhg)

2 tor 1all night
Pitcher of Beer $2.75

Kurt;s congradulates t.he ~hoto Contest ~inn~rs·
Bring a copy of your wmmng entr~ and th1s ad
to our Central Ave. store and receiVe a free
roll of color film for your camera.
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Edi ,r's Choice

Catherine Jones

This Photo Contest page
sponsored by Brooks Photo

Untitled

Randy Montoya

,.
.'
'
Greig Beaghler

.

.

.

•

Thank goodiwss, I didn't have to judp;t•
this contest. It would have takm nw
vcars to fi_gurc out which one$ were
iw~;L On thcS(' and the following pa.tws
arc photos that, although not winlH·r~.
are wortbv of publication.
__ Ht:Ien Gaussoin, Photo Editor

This Photo Contest page

''Nude Crescent"

sponsored by Frontier Restaurant

Berry lves

K. Bouma

Untitled

When Quality Makes A Difference
Think of

· Brooks Photo ·

·'U'e fPz6tt it' 'til it's right''

Same Day Service
alack and White, Kodacolor, Ektachrome Slide

Yes, We do it here

·

HANDCRAFTED PHOTO FINISHING

•

PHOTO

401 EDtTH BLVD.
AT GRANO AVE.
842-5874

Untitled

Jody Nakamura

1 Taeo, 1 ChalnJJa
and Small 7-UJJ
with this coupon
expires 411181

Sl_.49

t
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Ten Photo Tips To Help Ensure
Success With Future Photographs
Most photography instruction
books are written for the "average
negative." Unfortunately, the farfrom-average negative is more
often the rule rather than tl;le exception. These ten photo tips .may
be beneficial for anyone who might
wish to participate in the Daily
Lobo photo contest in the future.
lf a negative is under or over
exposed, the problem many times
.may be remedied by a regulation of
developing agents. Developing
chemicals, when used in different
complimentary combinations, do
have an affect on the exposure
process,
The proper use of fixer can make
the image on the negative per·
manent. ln most cases, too little
fixing is the problem, so developers
should be sure to Jeavc the fixer on
the negative for a long enough time
so that the image is not ruined in
the washing process.
Washing the negative is very
important so that the chemicals in
the fixing solution do not discolor
or fade the negative. Although
plain water is all that is needed to
wash a negative, it is important that

the water is clean, near the tem·
perature of the other chemicals
used, and kept constantly flowing
over the negative so that all the
fixerls washed off.
A good negative can be tarnished
or destroyed if overworked
solutions
are
used.
The
manufacturers instructions give an
estimated life of th:e chemicals, and
these guidelines should not be
exceeded, When in do"ubt, mix new
chemicals.
Time is one of the most useful
variables a developer has to correct
problems. A negative that would
otherwise be too light because of
underexposure can be darkened by
lengthing the exposure time and
vice versa. If the time element is
varied a great deal, it may effect the
contrast, so beware of this catch.
Most chemicals work best .at 68
degrees Farenheit, which is comfortable for tbe photographer as
well. To vary temperature too much
can be a problem.
It is also important to ''agitate"
the chemicals over the negative so
that the entire negative is covered

and stagnant pools of exhausted
chemicals do not form.
t) nless desired as a special effect,
reticulation is best avoided.
Reticulation is. the crinkling of the
gelatin emulsion which occurs when
the negative is abruptly transferred
from a warm to a cool solution.
Once reticulation occurs, it cannot
be corrected.
If all these tips have failed,
emergency action can be taken
during and after development. lf
you suspect a roll of film was
wrongly exposed, quickly glance at
the film while still developing and
take the necessary steps by
changing time, temperature,
agitation, etc, Special chemicai
agents may also be called upon at
this time.
After a negative has been
completely processed and is found
to be too dense or light, it is'
necessary to enlist the help qf two
special chemicals: reducer or ln·
tensifier. Reducer thins down a
dense image, while intensifier
builds it up. Both processes are
relatively simple and can be done at
regular room lighting.

An untitled photograph
by Jorge Lovato.

"Foggy Albuquerque"
by Thomas Hunter

Camera Options Fun,
Provide Photo Variety
The first accessories a novice
notographer should look into
~re flash units and lenses,
Richard Ford, a salesll!an at
Reed's camera Center, sa1d.
But no .more than two or thr'ee
lenses is MCessary to. be able to
take pictures ?f JUSt about
~erything, he~a1d,

Ford said, "A lot of people
get mixed up and think they
have to have a lot of lenses.
With one wide angle lens and
011e telephoto you can take
' ture you wan t"
almost any p1c
,
Wide angle lenses increase
your field of view and telephotos
magnify the image.
He said depending on the type
of pictures the photographer
wants, one of the lenses is
enough.
Wide angle lenses are good for
inside shots and group photos
while portraits and nature
photos arc best taken with a
telephoto, he sai~.
•
Another opuon IS zoom
telephoto lenses, he said.
Zoom
lenses
allow
photographers to take both
dose-up and long distance
photos.
· However, be said, using a
zoom telephoto means giving up
some quality for the con·
venience.
The other accessory Ford
recommends is a flash unit.
A bounce head flash - one
that can be angled to create
indirect lighting- helps control
shadow and "red eye," he said.
Ford said under and
overexposure caused by flash
am be eliminated with an
automatic unit.

Getting a unit with a guide
number of 60 is adequate for the
av_erage photographer, Ford
sa1d, even ·tllough some units
with higher guide numbers can
flash up to 50 feet.
''Most
photographers
wouldn't need anything nearly
that powerful," he said,
He said a book on
photographic technique is the
next . accessory photographers
should look into.
Ford said he reccommends
staying away from special effect
filters.
''Weak photographers rely on
a filter to get a good picture
when they should rely on
themselves instead,'' he said.
However, be said a clear filter
is good protection forthe lens,
Filters absorb the shock and
often save a lens from being
damaged, he said.
He said almost all other
accessories are related to lenses
and Dash units.
Flash units can be used with
diffusers, colored filters, slave
units which allow the
photographer to use more .than
one unit ~ .and extenders, he
said.
Extension tubes, which make
a standard lens a closc·UP lens,
and converters, which double
the focal length of a lens, ex·
pand the use oflenses, he said.
He said tripods, another basic
accessory, are good for time
exposure and for those oc·
casions when the photographer wants to lake time to compose
his photo.

This Photo Contest .page
sponsored by Fatso Sub Shop & Restaurant.

(bottom) Untitled work by .Jorge Lovato.

(top) "Cedar Tree" by Donna Frazee.

Equipment Lightens Darkroom Load

An untitled photograph
by K. Bouma.
·

The kind of equipment in a
darkroom depends on what kind of
developing takes place there, but
some basic equipment is absolutely
necessary for getting a black and
white print from a roll of exposed
film.
The process from subjectto print
starts with developing the film wiih
a tank and reel.
Regan Dike, of KLR Audio
Visual, said three types of ta!lk
systems
are
available
to
photographers.
.
the most commonly used type IS
the steel tank and reel.
The advantages of steel reels are
that they can't be affected by
chemicals and ate long lasting, she
said.
Unfortunately, she added,
they're totally useless if dropped.

The same disadvantage is true of
plastic reels, she said.
She said even though they are
easier to load than steel reels,
plastic reels are not interchangeable
and usually crack when dropped.
A third but little known choice
for developing film. is film aprons.
Aprons can be used with any tanks
and are especially easy to load,
. However some photographers
complain of uneven development
with the aprons.
Thermometers ate very important to photography work,
Regan said, and although with
"today's techniques it's not
necessary to get the exact temperature, it is important to get the
same temperature.;,
She said wand thermometers are
more accu tate but harder to read

while dial thermometers, thougli
not as accurate, are much easier to
read.
Gtad].late cylinders make
measuring the chemistry easier but
are not necessary since any
measuring device will work, she
said.
She recommends color coding
both the trays and tongs so that the
chemicals for printing do rtot get
mixed up.
A timet is another essential itelTi
in the darkroom, she said.
Darkroom supply companies are
now offering a variety of timers
including units that can be
programmed with the entire
developing process.
Regan
said
progamming
capabilities were "not importartt''
continued on page 14
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Breakfast
Campus Auto Parts, Inc
2112 Centra I SE
247·0321

$2.00 off per Monroe®
Monro-Matic®
shock absorber

from
(regular price
$16.95)

fatso Sub Shop and Restaurant

Where Vou Can Dine for
Breakfast, Lunch, or Dinner
on a University Budget
2206 Central SE

255-3696

Lunch or
Dinner
from

1.35
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M Dance Faculty
0

Present 'Gambol'

Fine Arts Center.
The
production,
entitled
Gambol, will include piece> ranging,
from mod,·rn dam:e to flamenco to
the reconstrut•tion ol' 18th ~cntury
ballet. UNM dance faculty
members who are choreographing
pieces for the production arc Eva
Encinias, Lee Connor, Lorn
McDmJgal, Judith Rennahum and
Jennifer Prcdock.
The premiere performance is
being co-!.ponsor~d h} the Friend>
of the UNM Librark' a< a benifit
for the UNM fine Arb Libmr~.
Thio pcrformun~c will be applied
towards the collc~tion of the UNM
l'inc Arts Library. The per·
formance will be follo\\'ed by a
reception in the fine Arts Center
Lobby.
"The Gr~mbol ls no gamble,"
said Clayton J(arkosh, associate
professor of theatre arts, who is
helping to coordinate publicity for
the production.
- -l-Ie -s-aid the-proauction is bein~r
billed as Gambol as a play on words
to emphasize its diversity and
quality. "We're trying to say that
it's no gamble to come to a UNM
dance program because it . is
traditionally high quality dance,"
~"' .. ""'S
:~~,,M Film ('pmmlltet - \loill have .a-"\<inta&e J.l_f
Karkosh
.said. The diverse nature
f:r.! ~~J!i wecl;. A Stan Brakhag~ rctros~tive .or
r"".l made durms the '70's will show \\ edncsday .of the production is also stressed,
rf.t a; 8 r-m· nuplldly Rttll, Slrtttri1Y R~l IV.,
lle said. "Since 'gambol' sounds
\\'nttrR lllshnl, ~<!:r.ttRI Mtillallon: fauns: Room .•
An exhibition of more than 70
)~f. are scmci'f .tl".c f1bns being. featured~ Brakb~gc like •campbell,' we're using the
works
acquired by the UNM Art
!1 lnown Tor the petsonnl 'and 1!.\llObiO.Sraphlcal
Andy Warhol soup can idea for a Museum with funds raised by the
U'I:C on his U)Jli~'\, Y.·luh: Wesltrn ll_lstory is A
poster."
.
.
;~:dyi:o'm~J from W!:'1Wa.rd Hl'lll~td Hoeing Man_.
Friends of the Arts will be featured
\lplla Phi Orn~a m~ts t<1nigh\ 111 room 250A or
rn addition to chorcographmg througll May 10 in the museum's
~: Sl.;B al ~ p m. A.'P·I!i·O t!- a co:cd ~cr1t1ce
the pieces, most of the participati_ng
::r~t:Jralicon -smma l"~M Drop b)' -mJughl ~! )'Ou
galleries.
•
dance faculty members, along w1th upper
~t•n:f\'t~!cd mhrlrnng
Among purchases made w1th the
, ...1.Studtnl A~~ocl11tlrtt1 ~~¥<-Ill rn~et tomUttO~' at
students from the UN~ ?ance funds and featured in the ex~ibitio!'
•rm mti1{1M25fli\\,fthe SPU
\\U'IRG ..... ccmn':ith.i:- of :!.f.Ull'i cf rann""orktr\·\nll division. will also be dancmg m the
are prints by Durer, P1ranes1,
,..~'!'c :.;on:Mrow a1 ~ ru-rt. ~n f\h'l{ll t4ll of the SUD.
production.
Oaugin, Signac, Ooya, Bonnard
t,;':l~!lei~wel,(,me
Curtain time far all per· Matisse, Kollwitz and Hackney;
lnro~e Tn ·ttrUln1~ -. ;tfe-p;lrtd frte h)' 1hc A1M
D_t-;~;~ As\ill.-"liltl(!n 111 r.(n11'11 240 tn tile lta~cment 'Of formances is S p.m.

lip
ser'rlee

Photography Courses Offered City-wide,
Ranging from Novice to Professional
(top left) Anuntit/edwork by Delilah Merriman.(top rlght} An untitled work by Creig Beaghler.
{bottom left} An untitled work by Catherine Jones.
{bottom right) An umitled W(}Tk by Jorge Lovato.

--

Sandra Boynton

A variety of photography courses are available to
UNM students., ranging from beginning classes to
more advanced classes geared toward the serious
photographer,
The College of Fine Arts offers two courses for .nonmajors interested in learning the basics of
This Photo Contest page photography. Photography for Non-Majors I (185)
provides the student with an introduction to cameras,
sponsored by Dr; Ronald Ziemann, D.D.S. materials, processes and photographic vision.
Photography far Non-Majors 11 (l86) is a continuation of 185 with greater emphasis on the
aesthetics of photography.
For those students pursuing a major or minor inart,
a wider selection of photography classes are available,
Photography Fundamentals I 87 is an introduction
to photographic vision and photographic technique,
Photography I (287) is a continuation of I 87 with
concentration on photographic techniques and formal
aspects of photographic vision. Photography II (386)
is a continuation of 287 with development ofpersomd
vision. Photography IV (397) is an advanced' course
dealing with advanced concepts of photography as
applied to the development of personal expression.

-- The .Journalism-deparirrient offers- a course, News
Photography 261, involving camera and darkroom
training for newspapers and magazines, editing of
photos and production of all varieties of photos for
publication including photo stories.
The Community College of the UNM Division of
Continuing Education offers a vadety of non-credit
·
courses in photography.
Photography (offered in Rio Rancho) is for the
amateur with some experience. It explores the uses of
various lenses, filters and films in 35 mnt
photography.
Photography: Beginning Darkroom, is aimed at
individuals who enjoy photography as a bobby,
Students will be introduced to basic technkal and
aesthetic skills of black-and-white photography.
Photography: Advanced Darkroom Techniques, is
a course on the manipulated print. Such techniques as
double exposure, distortion, sepia and selenium
toning, handcoloring, kodolilhs and infared
photography are covered.
Photography: 35 rom, is for the advanced amateur.
This course explores the aesthetic possibilities of 35
mm photography and covers .equipment and accessories.

Art Museum Exhibition Now on Display

1

···.:~rs. !'t'·l3nR

sculptures by Archipenko, Dore,
David d' Angers and Hare, and
paintings and drawings by Arthur
w. Dow, Constant Troyon, John
Storrs, Marsden Hartley and
Georgia O'Keefe.
"Without the direct gifts and
help of the Friends during the early
years of the museum's existence,
the permanent collection would be

subst!lntially reduced in size and
quality," said Anne McCauley,
assistant director of the museum.
The Art Museum, 1ocated in the
UNM Fine Arts Center, is open
Tuesdays through Fridays from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 a.m. to 10
p.m., a.nd on Saturdays and
Sundays from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Admission is free.
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GSA Council Meeting March 28,1981
9am Room 231~E SUB
Agenda
Call to orcl~r
V. Old business
l. Minutes frol11
VI. New business
n. Feb. 21 mL'Cting
vu. Adjournment

IJl.
IV.

President's rc(lorl
Gmmnittcc reports
A. Hadio Board
B. Spccinl Ideas

-1<
~

l.

,..

-1<

tt

*
..,.
*
-I<
:: . . · G. Finance* ******~***************t
*********** *
- . . '- - ;;; ; ;

CHAPARRAL
TRYOUTS

"A Lot of Little Things'Essential
continued from page 13
and• an adequate timer could be
found at a much lower price.
Safelights depend on what type
of film and pajJer the photographer
is using.
'Tlic mast important item in the
darkroom other than the equipment

needed for the at:tual developing
and printing .Is dust-off, Regan
said.
Photographers will find "a lot of
little things" invaluable, she said.
She said film cleaners and lintless
wipes are very helpful as are print
squecgics and grain focusers.

Mandatory Orientation Meeting
for all wanting to try out. ·
March 26th
6:00 p.rn.
Johnson Gym Lobby
Applications n.o~ availabl~~ in
Student Act1v1t1es Center
First Floor New Mexico Union

Brighten Your Smile!

Applications accepted until Ma.rch 3oth

Dr. Ronald Ziemann, D.D.S. offm·s UNM Students, Faculty, & Staff

Exciting New Year planned
for the 1981·82
Chaparral Squad

a Professional Teeth Cleaning for $10.00 thrqugh April.
*

plus the regular 10%. discount on all other dental services.
1082.() Comanche NE * call 296~5561 for appointment * .
enmtgency after 5r00 pm call292-7411
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Sports

J

bos Split Games

L ·.

during the day. He >tated that he
"was. throwing better and better
Lobo catcher Andy Trujeque each time out".
In the second game Southern
continued to be a terror at the plate
lllinois-Edward,ville squeaked by
as he ripped a three run hon;er to
the pack 4-3 as Cougar Mike
pace toe Lobos to a 10-8 v1ctory
hit a two-run homer in the
ov;t the visiting University of Stewart
fifth
inning.
Joe Si.lkwood got his
Nebraska-Omaha in the first game
first win of the year as he seemed to
of a twin bill.
Reliever Reil Higgins raised his bafl1e the Lobo hitters with a live
record to 6-3 as he spelled starter fastball and a sweeping curve. ·
The only Lobo that hit him well
Jim Sharpe. Higgins bas won three
was shortstop Tom Francis who
games in his last four appearances
three hits including a shot that
and was clocked at 86 M.P.H. had
caromed off the fence in the farthest part off the ballpark for a
triple in the third inning. He scored
the Lobos first run as Larry
Harrison knocked him in. Trujeque
got his fourth hit of the day on a
triple in the fourth inning and
scored on a Mark Berardi sacrifice
The UNM volleyball team has fly.
The third Lobo run came in the
signed its three top choices in what
siKth
as John Diggins doubled and
turned out to be a good recruiting
scored on Francis' single.
UNM shf)rtstf)p Tf)m Fr<Jncis p<Jinfuf/y dives ff)r the b<Jse <J(ter being struck bY the bail. (photo by
season.
Bobby Rivera took the loss as the
Joining Mike Hebert will be
Shannon VeSS\lP,. a 5·11 player Lobos ~ndeci a five game winning Catherine Jones l
from San 13crnadino, Calif..; Alice streak. Trujeque's homer was his
Modic, a 6·1 player from Fort third of the year and capped off a
Wayne, Ind.; and Sally Plows, a 5- beautif\11 week at the plate in which
he ripped eight extra base hit<
IOplayer from London, Ont.
Francis who has been plagued all
Vessup comes to UNM with four
year
by errors has made some
~ears of eligibility remailling. In
hlgh school she was a superior fielding gems the last couple of
to qualify. for Nationals," she said.
leaper, cxr:elling .in track and games and has taken adva11tage of
with
a
very
strong
performance,"
Cagle said that two other perbasketball as well as volleyball. She SlU baserunningmistakes.
Nick Greenwalt
Cagle said.
The
17-ll
Wolfpack
will
play
a
formers
have really come along in
11as an honor roll student with a 3.7
Team captain Marilyn Denison
single
game
at
1
p.m.
today
at
Lobo
the
last
few
weeks.
The
Lobo
womens'
gymnastics
GPA a11d is currently playing
has a bad back and twelve doctors
"Claire
Love has been out·
Field
against
Nebraska-Omaha.
team
will
end
a
season
which
has
USVBA \OIIeybol with the Las
have been unable to find what is standing on the floor excercises,
Beeson
will
be
on
the
mound
Mark
been
plauged
with
injuries
Saturday
Angeles Mavericks.
Cagle said.
and Valerie Lamar has really
at the Collegiate Regional Gym- wrong,
Modic, who graduated from far the Lobes.
"She looks better now than arty improved this year," Cagle said.
l)astics Championship at the Pit.
Nortl{ Side H.S., was named All·
other time. I expect her best meet,
"I. believe Regionals will be our
Conference and MVP for three
''We had a fantastic group of and she could also qualify for best meet and we will have some of
years, Ali·District for two years and
perfonrters, but we were hampered ·Nationals with a strong per- our finest individual perwas voted to the state All-Academic
bY; injuries to three of our top formance," Cagle said.
fonrtances," she said.
t(am•
performers,'' coach Claudia Cagle · The third Injured performer was
,
,
A
&wimming
tean1
amltrack
team
. PlJl2~:~.ol!Young Canadian player, from the Institute Tecnologico de said.
Pam Tolliver, red-sbirted after knee
The Regional meet, 7 p.m.
IS Considered by Coach Hebert to be
Lisa
Fuller
brokcc
her
foot
Feb.
6
surgery
following
an
injury
in
the
Saturday,
will have teams from
one or the most skilled high school Chihuahua, Mexico, will visit UNM i11 a meet in El Paso and has team's first dual .meet with Iowa.
UNM, BYU, Utah, Utah State,
April
3-5
for
training
and
complayers to come out this year. She
''Tracy Weaverhas been the best Northern Colorado, and UTEP.
petition under an exchange recently started working out again.
was selected to the London All-Star
"She could qualify for Nationals all-around. She )las the best chance
by UNM and
program
sponsored
team and was an excellent track and
the Instituto.
badlllinton player.

Steve J{lng

•

Players Sign
For Volleyball

UNM To Host AlAW Region~ls

Teams Visit

I
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Psoriasis patients
needed for d~g study.

§
§
§

~

i

~g Medicine
The division of denoalology, UNM Sehool of \8
is conducting a double-blind study com-

•

~ ~aring ~o

z

commercially available topical cor8S•ttcoste!otds.
. . .
.
..
. ..
.
Patients wdl re.cetvc ftl!e evaluation and two
~ w~ks of ~reatmcnt with topical c()rticostc~oids. . . .
~ Exclustons; pregnant females and patt.cnts w1th
§ legions covering greater than 50% total body area.

§§

•

For information ancl appointment,

§
call Gail at 277-4757.
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§
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UNM Law School Provides
Audit, Appeal Consultation

Professor Bill McPherson,
coordinator of the law school's
Clinical Tax Program, said the
program can provide free
confideo~ial aod independettl
consultaUon for taxpayers. In
fact, he said, when the IRS sends
?ut audit notices, the agency also
tm:ludes an information sheet on
the tax clinic.
"We provide an educational
interview for anyone who seeks
our -.help," McPherson said.
"Dunng, the initial interview we
~xplain IRS audit procedures and
help people undcr>tand that
audits arc routine. We try to help
people understand that they have
not hecn selected for an audit
he~mL>c o t' personal reasons. I
think in the past we've been

ON SALE
RUGBY SHIRTS
112 PRICE
MEN'S &. WOMEN'S
WARM UPS
25% to 50% OFF
"Have a F1'f of ·fLe.
n

L. oc ker Room" ·691.5. Menaul

NE

M11rc L. Mervis

that lead to a new career in business
not qualify for such deducttons •V.•hen seeking additional
educat10n, an IRS manual states.
p For. persons
who qualify,
;duc;at10nal deductions may be
1\erntzed on IRS Forrn l040Sc1tectule A for the cost of tllition
books, SUP;Piies, laboratory fee~
and ~ertam travel .and transportation costs,
College students now attending
school who hope to enhance their
fu~~r~ job skills and professional
abthties are not eligible for such
deductions, said Connie Hough art
IRS public information officer, '
~oes

At tax time, it is the rare student
who qualifies for an itemized
deduction.
The Internal Revenue Service
lists strict conditions that must be
met for a taxpayer to be eligible.

successful in helping take the · sultation and we review the issues
mystery and fear out of the at1dit as the IRS perceives them. Then
process."
we decide with the taxpayer
. The UNt>;f program is primarily whether to seek administrative
mterested m handling disputed appeal. We then follow the IRS
issues between taxpayers !\nd the c})annels if an appeal is made,
IRS once an audit is completed.
Common questions asked by
"W
· e ac t as an ad vocate for the taxpayers who seek help from the
taxpayer," McPherson said. "We clinic ~enerally center on travel,
don't act as a mediator betWeen entertamment and education
the client and the IRS. We are in deductions; exemptions for
an adversary position with the dependents; postponement or
agency and, in addition to deferrment of tax payments and
providing pre-audit consultation, questions about what proof is
we can help taxpayers at both the needed for deductions claimed on
audit and administrative appeal tax returns.
leveL"
Staffed by five Jaw students
"I want to emphasize that we
who are authorized to practice don't help people file returns and
bef?re the IRS, the program is we don't give prospective advice
avallable for anyone interested in 0 ~ proposed transactions," he
the service. Program attorneys do sa1d..
not normally accompany taxpayers to audit sessions, but they
The UNM clinic was one of the
may represent the client in first such programs in the nation
resolving disputed issues during For ta~payers. More information
the post-audit appeal process.
IS available from McPherson or
Kerry Morris in the clinical law
"Following the audit," office at the UNM Jaw scho.ol
McPherson said, "we invite the 1117 Stanford N .E. or by calling
client to come back for con- 277-5265.

T!te mere thought of being
audtted by the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) i.s enough to instill
panic in most taxpayers, but a
UNM law school program is
trying to help citizens understand
the audit process and advise
individuals who appeal audit
results.

Records Can Ease
Tax Filing Hassles

Some School Costs
May Be Deductible

Under certain circumstances a
person who is working rnay be
eligible to .deduct educational
expenses if the education is ex,
pressly required by one's employer
to retain his or her present salary
and position.
Educational expenses may also
be deducted if the schO'oling helps
to maintain or improve the skills
required of a worker who intends to
remain at his or her present job.

Travel, in some cases, may be
deducted as a form of education
Expenses incurred during travei
th&t are directly related to the duties
The employee must also have met of one's work or business, such as
minimal educational requirements sabbatical leave, may be deducted
tO be hired for his or her position
from ah individual's tax liability
?efore seeking additional schooling the manual further states.
'
tn orderto qualify-for deductions.
- Only four rnore weeksremain for__
A worker who seeks a taxpayers to rernember Uncle Sam's
promotion, a new trade, or skills coffer.

Albuquerque IRS Office
Answers Taxing Questions
The Internal Revenue Service in
Albuquerque has set up a Northeast
Heig~ts office to answer taxpayers'
questions. The office is located on
the lower level of Coronado
Shopping Center. The office will be
open Monday through Friday,
between 10:30 a.m. and noon .and 1
p.m. to 6 p.m. to assist you. The
Internal Revenue Service an·

10°/o
OFF

nou~ced t?e office is not a full
servrce office; there will be no one
there to assist in preparing 198 0
returns.
If. you need assistance in
prepanng your 1980 returns, you
may come to the Federal Building
517 Gold Ave., S.W., on the second
floor. You can also get answers to
your questions by caUing 243-864!
or the toll free nurnber l-800-52?-

3880.

AI' regularly priced merchandise
wrth this.Ad through April, 1981

'

Pic-Me-Up's
Stimulant Capsul~s
CerebraLStlmutants
for Mental Alertness
The Pic-Me-Up's Places
2807 San M;Jtoo NE
884·1209
190() CoottaiSE

LiberaiArts Career Fair

Warrilrtg:

242·8491
Slltnuiants

can

bti·

dangtw;us_ lq your· health 1f takert m

gro.aterthan p;esctlbed dosag_as, You
must be 16or older to purchase.

Today!
SUB Ballroom
9:00am to 3:00 pm
U.S. ARMY

f'roviding a cosuol o1rnospher!i\~\ ~r~nual Liberal Arts Coreer Fair:
Co· sponsored by 1he CcHege of Art~ ~o~~lhe: liberal arts student~ orYJ potenlid employers.
Cdlege.
.
" . vCiences. the Carer~r SerVIC(J Centflr and Urivorsily
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DO YOU HAVE ANY ZITS?
Tlw UNM Division of Derm<Jiolog . I 1I . S I

needs volunteers wiih Jcne 1 1 ,1 1 • Y

<l~<

Je • tuuml lfc>allh CeniPr
topical antibiotic for fre{'llm~nt() r]~t. teterrnm(' Ill<' effPtliVPr]Pr.,<, of d rww
eve·n·,:' other Saturday r:.or • . tc. •t;nts Mm. ll(;l be dV<lililblc> for exmn itl<llion
·ll
nmg s artmg
arch 21 tlmn CJ] J
·1 'J
sI1ou c not be taking antibiotics or corticost ·'I' • I·
I, l UO\' " <md
For f rf I .· · f
··
...
· c Olt s· lt 277 ·''1 'Jr.
.. Ith C- enter.
.· u 1er tn ormation contact Erm<l Pi ncm
ea
· '
· a ,Jo, Stud(•nt
H

•••
•

For further information contact·
Entta. J>iuon
277-3i36
Student Health Center

•

•••
!••
Volunteers will be paid a fee •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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VETERANS,
WANTA
PART-TIME
JOB AND A
CASH BONUS
JUST FOR
GOING TO
WORK?
You muy be missing out. on
tho aesrgnrt•tlmo Job in

AI uquerque.

Call 266·5345, collect for noobllgllllon dotnlls and ap·
polntmont.
·

TVI Students Give Free Tacx Aid

I
I
1
I
• Lowdown
I
payments
I
I • Money-sa\ling I
I
deductibles
I
I • Affordable pay- 1
1
ment plans
1
Insure your car with the
company you can depend
I on and enjoy these great
• . benefits:
•

1 • Countrywide

••
••C.· ....._ •
•

a free rote quotation.

265;5695
.
1611 C<1rhsle Blvd. SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

I
1
I

•

. . ria;c:1•1on 1

......•. NStlaA..NC.E CO.·M.PANY.,.·

~- CUP&SAVE.

sjgn in. Appointments are not
taken; clieuts are served on a first·
corne, first-served basis.
·
It is important to bring W-2
forms, any tax materials you
received in the mail and any other
information that applies to your
form, said Barbara Silva, T-VI
admissions coordinator and
director of the VITA program for
T-Vl.
This information might include
interest statements from the bank,
documentation cif child care expenses, medical records or any
other items being claimed on a
return.

EARN EXTRA CASH NOW!

CONTINUING
BORROWERS:
Students who
have previously borrowed from

NMSL may now pick up applications for Summer 1981 and Fall·
Spring 1981-82 at the New Mexico Student Loan Program Office in Bandelier, (Room 102) .

FUNDS ARE LIMITED FOR SUMMER
NEW BORROWERS:
Students who have never borrowed underth: New Me)(iCo Student Loan Program must have a pre-loan Interview .
Summer 1981 borrowers may contact the \'Jew Mexico Student Loan Program Office in Bandelier West (277·

I

. claim service
Call or visit tociayfor I

The accounting students provide
the service as VITA (Volunteer
Income tax Assistance) volunteers.
Last year, more than 720 federal
and 819 state forrns were prepared
by T-VI students in the prograrn.
The volunteers have been given
four days of intensive training by
the fnternal Revenue Service, which
is also the sponsor of the program.
Students who corn plete the training
and work as VlTA volunteers are
awarded IRS certificates at the end
of the tax preparation se!lson.
Persons who want to use the
service should go to the library and

New Mexico Student Loan

: .Call the :
:Specialists •

•

U.S. ARMY RESERVE
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

The fi;st step in .filing this year's
president Ronald Reagan ran for
the presidency on a platform of return, JS to begm sorting your
reducing taxes, but whether or not re.cords, Reese suggests starting
taxes are finallY reduGed remains in w1th your checking account
separating the checks by month and
the bands of Congress.
category of expenditure. Sort
So, what about now? What through the rest of your records
~bout filing tax returns under the checkiltg for dup\lcations and
present system and income tax possible deductions.
rales? The following are tips and
If you have contributed to the
helpful hints on readying yourself
United
Way or paid medical into file taxes. (Taken from an article
surance
prerniurns through a
by Gail Reese, C.P.A., in New
payroll
deduction,
those deductible
Mexico
Business · Journal,
iterns should appear on your pay
February, 1981).
stub, but they will not be shown on
First, it is a good idea to begin by the withholding statement you
keeping good records of expenses, receive from yovr employer.
thereby probably minimizing your
"This sorting and organizing
tax liability, and making the long exercise will be the most time
and tiresome job of filing your consuming,
and
possibly
taxes smoother a;1d easier .
frustrating part .of the process,"
A clear, concise system of Reese says. "The earlier you start
keeping expense records can .the less panic you feel, and that
provide many benefits. A forrnal should help you to do a more
set of books are not necessary.
thorough job."
Reese says, ''.Even if the system
Another tip in finding a
-JOU devise- gives. an a~coUntant
deduction that -can also help in_
shudders, if it prov.ides you the planning for retirement is in·
infomJation you need and ls voh•ement with the Individual
something you can live with, !t is Retirement Savings Arrangement
your best choice.''
(IRA).
One is eligible for an IRA if the
Advanced accounting students at
Stationery and office supply
stores often stock .a \\ide variety of ernployer does not offer a the Albuquerqu.e Technicalbasic record keeping systems retirement plan. With an IRA, one Vocational Institute are providing
suilable for farnily ot small business can contribute to the account (and free tax service for the eighth
deduct on your tax form) up to 15 consecutive year.
use.
Senior citizens, people with low
One should start keeping clear percent of the salary up to a
rnaxintum
of
$1,500
a
year.
incomes
and students are eligible to
records atthe beginning of the year.
receive
the
assistance.
Further
information
and
This insures the records are
assistance
in
setting
up
and.
The
service
wlll be available in
complete and will probably rnake
maintaining
an
IRA
is
available
at
the
main
campus
library, 525 Buena
the task of filing taxes much easier
your
bank,
insurance
cornpany
or
Vista
S.E.,
from
8 a.rn. to 5 p.m.
next year.
other financial institutions.
on Mondays and tuesdays and
When filing the return one
So now you are ready to begin from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesdays
should take' the tirne to read the filing your taxes. Good luck, follow" through -Fridays~ Volunteers. will
instructions on the forms carefully~ me instructions carefully, but don't also work from 5 p.rn. to 7 p.m.
There are sometimes large difc forget to start preparing for next. Mondays, Wednesdays and
ferences in meanings in the in· year's return!
Thursdays.
structions by just misreading a
word or two.
.Allow more time than you think
Will be necessary to complete the
task.
The Internal Revenue Service
(IRS} often sponsors tax assistance
programs to help filing returns.
Be alert for clues that point to
deduction areas.
Improvements and replacements
added to your residence or business
~an be listed as deductions. If you
tnvest in the stockmarket records
should. be kept or' purch~ses and
sales, {although, sometimes the
stockbroker's advice may be
sufficient record).
Looking over last year's return
can both be a guide in filing this
Y~ar's return and helping you to
ft~d deductions you might have
mtssed earlier.
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Thursday's Puzzle Solved
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2 Mimic
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